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1. Introduction 

With the emergence of social network giants such as Facebook and 

new disciplines such as Bioinformatics, graph algorithms play an 

unprecedented role in today’s world. Google has created its own 

unique graph data processing infrastructure dedicated to mine 

relationship from graphs. 

 

However, the performance of existing graph algorithm rarely made 

full use the computing power of the machines. Study has shown 

that graph algorithm tends to have a large memory footprint and 

thus making reading from and writing to memory the performance 

bottleneck for the algorithms. This is because a large number of 

graphs exhibit low degrees of spatial locality. This makes 

parallelizing graph algorithms a challenging subject.  

 

In this report, we chose to focus on the calculation of between 

centrality of all nodes in the graph. Between centrality value is an 

important feature used to identify the key entities inside an 

interaction networks. It is also used as an intermediate step for 



common graph partitioning algorithm. Between centrality for a node 

is defined as the fraction of all shortest paths between all pairs of 

nodes that go through the current node.  
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Where     denote the number of shortest paths between vertices s 

and t and    ( ) denote the count of shortest paths that pass 

through a specified vertex v. 

 

In this report, we present first effort in porting and improving a 

parallel algorithm for computing Betweenness centrality based on 

Mardduri Kamesh and others’ work.  

 

We followed Kamesh’s direction and picked the SSCA#2 benchmark 

(Scalable Synthetic Compact Applications) to test the performance 

of our program. The SSCA#2 benchmark performs a large number 

of integer operations, resulting in a significant memory footprint, 

and irregular memory access patterns. In this project, we focus on 

the fourth kernel preforms a between centrality calculation for all 

nodes.  

 



2. Algorithm for computing between centrality 

 

(1) The sequential non optimized between centrality algorithm 

 

i. Recording number of shortest paths 

To find all pairs shortest paths, we start from a single source 

node and conduct breadth first search from the source node. In 

the process, we record the number of paths from the source node 

to reach the current node as we spread our search. Since the graph 

is unweighted and undirected, we can easily prove that the paths 

found by Breadth First Search are the shortest paths from the 

source node to all other nodes.  

  

(Graph taken from book Networks, Crowds and Markets in reference) 

ii. Dependency Accumulation 



Once we have the shortest paths counts from source node. We start 

from the nodes that are furthest away from the source node, in this 

k, and reverse accumulate the flow layer by layer (a layer is 

determined by the distance from source node to current node) to I, 

J, subsequently to F, G, and H until back to A. After this 

dependency accumulation step, the value for each node is the flow 

through the node for all paths between source node (A) and other 

nodes. The flow is accumulated according to amount of flow into the 

parent node, in this the flow into I and J decides how much flow 

into K is accumulated to them.  

iii.  

In the end, we repeat the same process described above for every 

node in the graph. Then we add up the Between Centrality value for 

every run.  

 

  

(2) Kamesh’s optimization to the algorithm using open MP  

 

Kamesh made a few key changes to the algorithm to parallelize the 

algorithm and achieve optimal memory locality.  

Kamesh modified the BFS to become phase synchronous. Nodes 

are in the same phase if they are of the same distance from the 

source node. The algorithm searches through the neighbors of 

nodes in the same phase in parallel. The program wait until all 

neighbors of the nodes in current phase have been reached before 

starting operations on next phase. Since each node in the current 



phase can only be a child of one node in last phase, an atomic 

operation is needed to check if the current node is already marked 

as a child of a certain node in previous phase.  

Kamesh also parallelized the dependency accumulation step to 

become phase synchronous and lock free. Original algorithm 

starts from the last phase, that is, nodes that are furthest from the 

source node and use to parent pointer to add up the flow to the 

each node’s parent. However, the problem with this approach is 

that multiple nodes often share a common parent. As a result, 

there are many write to the same node when doing the dependency 

accumulation.  Whichever node that is currently accumulating the 

flow to its parent will need to lock its parent to make sure there is 

no data race. For example, in the graph above, both I and J will 

need to add flow value to G. I will lock G when modifying flow to G, 

so that J will not be able to write at the same time.  

Kamesh’s tackled this problem by slightly modified the data 

structure and accumulation algorithm. The accumulation algorithm 

started from second to last phase instead of the last phase. 

He modified the data structure by storing the children of current 

node instead of the parent of current node. In the graph example 

above, K will not store parent pointers to I and J. I and J will both 

store child pointer to K. When we start dependency accumulation, 

we will start from the phase that contains I, J. I and J will read the 

flow to k and retrieve the right amount of flow to itself. In this case, 

since there are 3 shortest paths that reach both I and J, so I and J 

will both accumulate flow of ½ from K. Since only read is 

performed on K, it is unnecessary to lock node K for writing 

operation. Thus, no locking operation is needed. Storing child 

pointers is also more cache friendly. This is because after I finished 



reading flow to K, it only needs to update its own flow value. 

Changes are always applied to the node that is currently 

being processed. 

 

(3) Habanero C optimized algorithm 

 

We used Kamesh’s algorithm as a basis for further Habanero C 

improvement to the algorithm. We planned to achieve better 

performance through the reduction the critical path of the algorithm 

while maintain the cache locality in Kamesh’s optimization. 

 

 In Kamesh’s optimization, there is no parallelization at the level of 

between centrality calculations for different starting node. The 

parallelization is limited to inside the BFS starting from a single 

source node. We set out to parallelize the calculation of between 

centrality starting at each node and keep the parallelism originally 

in the system. A computation graph is shown below 
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With the adding new high level parallelization to Kamesh’s algorithm, 

we plan to further reduce the critical path of the between centrality 

parallel algorithm.  

However, as you can imagine, there are much more memory 

operations on different data structures now in the system than it was 

before. Before all threads are accessing data structure for calculating 

one node’s between centrality. For example, there will be only one 

stack for BFS to insert and pop. Now there will be the same data 

structures for every parallel calculation of between centrality at 

different node. As a solution, we plan to tackle this issue with the 

Habanero Hierarchical place tree.   
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We could perform the async task of between centrality calculations 

for Node i into a socket. And each worker in the place (sharing the 

socket memory) will steal work from the BFS path counts and 

dependency accumulation. In this way, we made sure that each 

worker has the same memory locality in the original Kamesh’s 

program as a worker always try to steal work from between 

centrality calculation of the same node until the calculation is 

finished.  

 

 

 



3. Current status of the project 

 

I have finished adding the capability of parallelizing between 

centrality calculations for each node into the program using 

Habanero C. I allow the program to batch the tasks into chunks of 

customizable chunk size. This allows minor tweaks for achieving 

optimal performances. For example, you can batch the number of 

nodes into number of workers chunks. So each worker will execute 

between centrality calculations of its chunk of nodes. 12 nodes 

would be divided into two chunks of size 6 if there are only 2 

workers. And each worker will finish operations on its 6 nodes.  

 

In addition, I have finished parallelizing the phase synchronous 

breadth first search based path count. But currently, this 

parallelization is disabled due to Habanero C’s hierarchical place 

tree is not ready for use. 

 

The two levels of parallelism described above are tested using 

validation program that came with Kamesh’s open MP 

implementation. The results are correct for input of up to 2^10 

nodes.  

 

 

 

 



4. Preliminary Results and discussions 

numthreads 1  2  4  8  

size HC Omp HC Omp HC Omp HC Omp 

2^10 nodes 0.109 0.143 0.055 0.439 0.028 0.436 0.015 3.4 

2^15 nodes 5.02 6.05 5.12 11.7 5.17 8.05 7.44 12.36 

2^18 nodes 198 209 210 134 323 72 510 82 

 

When the number of nodes is small on the scales 2^10, HC 

outperforms Openmp in every way. It has a clear linear speed up. 

On the other hand, Openmp has a significant slowdown in these 

cases.  

When the number of nodes is larger to the scale of 2^15 nodes, HC 

began to slow down by around 15-20%. However, Openmp has 

seen a 2 times slowdown. 

When the test set become really large, Openmp beats the 

performance of HC by a large margin. Openmp sees a linear speed 

up when increasing the number of threads. In contrast, Habanero C 

shows a 2.5 times slow down when using 8 threads. Habanero C 

running on 2 threads gives alomost the same running time as a 

single thread. However, 4 threads and 8 threads shows drastic 

slowdown.  

 

This results show that memory locality really become a bottleneck 

in performance when graph size becomes really large. It no longer 

gives the clean linear speed up as it did running on 2^10 nodes.  

Since Habanero C’s HPT is not yet ready for testing. It is hard for us 

to achieve the memory locality we hoped when parallelizing at the 



higher level. As a result, there are many more cache miss and fetch 

operations. More investigations need to be conducted into the 

memory foot print of the new program to see what is going on 

underneath the hood. 

 

Furthermore, there might be places in the program that still need to 

polish and the timing system might not be as accurate as it can be. 

Further testing is needed to reduce potential overhead in the 

current version of the program. More benchmark will also be 

needed to see the relation between performance and the input size.  
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